
Armistict
By FRANK H. SIMONDS.

THE noise of the Presidential election
has served in no email measure to

distract attention from the second

anniversary of the armistice of Rethondes,
which was the material evidence of the winningof the world war. It is only two years
since the order to "cease fire" was greeted
as the most significant single circumstance
within the memory of any man or woman

then living, and there must still survive some

roeniioetinn of the 1ov and the relief with
which all the battle maps were folded up, all
the* familiar details of the daily life of a world

at war were dismissed, and the allied nations
set themselves to what promised to be a

hrief task of making peace and a hardly
longer work of getting back to business.

Looking backward over the two years,
however, it becomes plain that neither peace

nor the normal conditions of life have been

restored. In some fashion the war has persisted;new wars or further extensions of

the world conflict have filled the newspapers.
We have had other battles almost as large
as those of the German war and infinitely
larger than those of the preceding century
in all the region between the Black and
Baltic seas, along the fringes of what was

Romanoff Russia six years ago.
But the moat striking single circumstance

that must be noted is that revealed in the

present relations of those nations, and particularlythose four greater Powers, Britain,
* Prance, Italy and the United States, which

together finally achieved victory and Just
two years ago were undertaking in close

partnership to put the world on its feet

again. To have suggested on the morning of

the armistice of Rethondes that two short

years would suffice to separate these four

nations, to ureas into jjieveo uiai ivuitivu

which had just victoriously closed the greatestwar In all human history, would have

been to excite incredulity where it did not

provoke open denunciation.

Much Bitternes* Between Them and Foe
It Forgotten.

Yet it is plain that between the four great
Powers who were partners forty-etght
months ago there to-day exists varying degreesof bitterness, Jealousy, resentment, and
in several the feeling toward a recent a.lly
is more envenomed than toward the ancient
enemy, toward the German or Austrian foe

conquered in the world struggle. For the

future historian nothing will at once be more

interesting and more puzzling than this suddencleavage, unless, perhaps, the hopes of

two years ago that the alliance then Intact

and cemented by newly shed blood could

endure, could become permanent and a foundationfor a world organization.
To take account of stock of the alliance

which defeated Germany, as it stands to-day,
is to discover at once that between the
United States and all three of the European
associates there has grown up a wall of misapprehension,of distrust, which must be for

all concerned a bitter reflection when contrastedwith the relations which existed at
the hour when the European contestants

saw victory at last attained through the

weight which American manhood had added
.it the critical hour.
At the present moment the most familiar

comment on American action heard in Great
P.ritaln Is rhat America has deserted a cause

it had pledged Itself to support, abandoned
a work which it had begun, turned Its back
upon pledges which were made by the Presidentof the United States and made In Its
name. However much this feeling may be
concealed toy polite words, by assumed convictionof an eventual and even of a speedy
return of the United States to Europe, the
fact which must be discovered In all British
opinion Is that the United States has proved
unfaithful to its pledges.
Nor is the French view different, save in

a degree. At Paris the American representatives,which means President Wilson, compelledthe French to abandon certain claims
which represented security, immediate and
eventual, for a France which had l>een four
times invaded by Germany within the period
of A century, each time with disastrous consequences.It is because America objected
that French occupation of the left bank of
the Rhine is to be limited to a brief period
of years; it is because President Wilson
objected that France has only an illusory
title to the Sarre Basin coal mlhes and no
title to the territories half of which ha I
come to her by peaceful bargain long before
the French Revolution.

France Ha* Yielded but Cannot Get Any
Compensation.

in return for the French surrender of
these claims President Wilson algm-d a

treaty which, had It been ratified by the
Senate, would have insured the French of
both American and British aid in case of a
new Ocrman attack. But the Senate has not
ratified, while the French have surrendered
their claims. Is it to be wondered, then, that
France looks with a degree of sadness upon
America's part in the making of peace,
counts the price she had paid In advance
for a guarantee which in the end she is not
to receive?
Nor is the Italian feeling less bitter. If

Flume is still outside Italian frontiers, If the
whole Adriatic question awaits settlement,
if the rewards assured Italy by the Treaty of
i.onuon, wnun brought her into the world
war, are still disputed between Italians and
Jugo-SWcvs. the explanation must be found
in the course of President Wilson In Paris.
It is the hostl'ity of America, as represented
at Paris, to French possession of the sarre
and occupation of the left bank of the Rhine,
to" Italian possession of Flume and of the
northern half of Dalmatla, which has postponedsettlement and promoted domestic disorderand foreign complications for the
Italians.
Looking at the situation from the Am< r

lean angle It must be recognised that the
feeling of Europe toward us lias undergone
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a profound modification since November,
1918. If the great Powers like Britain,
France and Italy view our course with a
resentment which differs only In degree, it Is
hardly less true that some of the smaller
States.Poland, to whom we denied a livable
eastern frontier; Rumania, to whom we still
deny the Bessarabian province, despite its
Ivatin majority; Greece, who long found
American opposition to her legitimate claims
in eastern Thrace; Bulgaria, who trusted too
much upon American pledges of assistance
in the same regions.all these States feel
differently about the American Government,
if no- about the American people. The
dreams, the illusions of 1918 have faded, and
with their disappearance has come a bitternessnot to be exaggerated.

I wonder how far Americans are yet consciousof the degree to which they were
mixed up with the as; irations and with the
demands of the several old and new countries
in Europe? But for us, associated with the
British in this adventure, Poland would todavpossess Danzig and thus have an open
door to the outside 'world. It was America
and Britain, at Paris, Lloyd George and Wilson,who denied this gateway to Poland, Just
as it was Wilson and Lloyd George who
denied the Sarre Basin to France. In one
case Wilson bowed to George, in the other
the Englishman yielded to the President, but
standing together they blocked both France
and Poland.

United State* Stood Alone in the Matter
of Fiume.

It was the United States, standing alone,
but having British approval and a measure
of French tolerance, who"3enied Italy Fiume
and postponed to the present hour any solutionof the Adriatic question. Even at this
very moment we through our State Departmentare standing firm against the possessionby Poland of a fencible frontier, which
represents the sacrifice by Poland of nearly
half of her ancient territories, a frontier,
moreover, which the Russians have already
-accepted. In the sam§ fashion we still
resolut'ly refuse to recognize Rumanian
sovereignty between the Pruth and the
L/iLirain, aiiiK'tl^ll J\Ullinjl 1(111 UilllUIt UiUC

back to the Roman Empire and are buttressedby the contemporary vote of the provinciallegislature.
It is true that we have so far fai'e.l to

oppose in any striking fashion any British
aspiration. If the French, the Italians, the
Rumanians, the roles, the Greeks can complainspecifically over definite acts which
have resulted in disappointments and dangersfor them, the British have no such
tangible grievances. And yet in reality we
have done the British what must seem to
them a supreme injury, because in separatingourselves from Europe we have destroyedthat Anglo-Saxon partnership which
dominated the Paris conference and in Britishminds was to continue the most potent
circumstance in international relations.

While the United States, through the
President, still participated in the Paris
conference, President Wilson and Lloyd
George were the dominating influence, and
although all was done in the name of the
President, most of the decisions were favorableto British interests. The s^nKle objectiveof British policy at Paris, openly proclaimed,was to create and to foster AngloAmericanpartnership. In vain the French,
the Italians, the Rumanians protested
against Paris decisions. No single nation, no
combination of nations was strong enough
to oppose the skill of the British and the
enormous strength of the United States,

Psychoanal
By JOHN WALKER HARRINGTON.

"T "T rHATBVER the doctor orders one
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* * newest craze ;n London, though,
through which women with nerves and
sprained complexes may in quite an Impersonalway fall in love with their physicians
Is causing a stir. The method is the popular
Interpretation of psychoanalysis, the ingeniousmeans by which Dr. Sigmund Freud
of Vienna began some thirty years ago to

rumrpage in the attic of dreams in quest for
sovereign balms for starved souls and hungryhearts.
Provided that the man of medicine is himselfnot too much of a pill, the method has

Its advantages over pills and powders and
philters and all those material remedies by
which the profession has been accustomed
to minister to a mind diseased. There are ten
or twelve physicians In this city who. In accordancewith the principles Freudian, seek
to restore both men and women to their
mental and nervous poise and there are

probably fifty or so unlicensed administered
of correctives for the distraught thoughts
and the overstrained emotions. A form of
mental healing with a sugar coating as this
Is, there is no reason why It should not liecomeIn high demand even on this side of
the water, where soul solace has been con«
Nldered of less account than heef, wine and
Iron.

Amid Romantic Setting*.
A rather Intimate form of the healing art,

according to cable despatches to Thh New
York Herald, Is this prescription for frayed
personalities:
The fair patient sits on a couch or chaise

longue In a dreamy attitude and under soft
light and amid clinging draperies and other
suiiame surroundings and relates to the
physician all those dreams and fancies
which have been disturbing her mind. Tn
this outpouring of the surcharged spirit It
does happen, and apparently very often,
that she falls In love with the disciple of
Hippocrates himself.

If the physician has flowing and Hyperion
curls and a silky mustache and a pair of
dark sympathetic eyes, such as "V. V.'s" for
instance,* why the prescription Is all the
mors effective. It 1e est forth In the despatchesthat woman of society about Kay-
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Expected by Many, but
alone possessing resources unimpaired by
war.
But when the President came home and

the United States Senate refused to ratify
the treaty unamended, then the United
States disappeared as a factor and the whole
situation was thrown Into confusion. The
Italians, the French, the Rumanians, the
Poles escaped from British control. A long
series of incidents disclosed the complete
transformation. France occupied German
cities without waiting for British approbation.Poland made war for he? existence
when British advice aimed at a restriction
of Polish frontiers to limits and a curtailmentof her rights to a degree which representedpractical extinction. Rumania took
and holds Bessarabia. D'Annunzio went to
Flume and stayed there, as Zellgouskl more
recently went to Vllna and still remains
there.
At Paris British conceptions of the reorganizationof the world followed the traditionallines of British policy for three

centuries. For the British the war was over,
the German danger was abolished, the Germanfleet had ceased to exist, the commerJal
navy was mainly transferred to the British
flag. A new German menace upon the bfue
water was unthinkable. What was now importantw-as to preserve the balance of pqwer
in Europe, to permit Germany to regard

i.awn us jjuHsiuie and
to reopen German markets to British trade.
British representatives opposed extremo
French claims at the expense of Germany,
extreme Polish claims at the expense of Germanyand Russia. Britain had desired Germanydefeated, but British policy had no
desire to erect a French supremacy upon
the Continent.

Easy to Mark Down Claims of Other Nationsby Wilson's Points.
In all British policy Mr. Wilson's Fourteen

Points, with the "point" of the freedom of
the seas left out and the other "point" dealingwith German colonies skilfully disposed
of by the mandate fiction, were welcomed
with enthusiasm as specially designed to
enable both Britain and the United States
to mark down the claims of all other nations.
It was always easy to prove that French
claime in Syria, Polish aspirations in the
Danzig "Corridor," Greek traditions in easternThrace, did violence to one or more of
the Fourteen Points. And merely to submit
proof was to insure American veto to the
proposed extension of French, Polish or
Italian rule, which seemed undesirable from
a British point of view.
The thing few Americans appreciated at

Paris, or since Paris, was how completelyMr. Wilson's Idealistic conceptions fell in
with material British policies. Nor was it
appreciated to what extent, exactly these
same idealistic conceptions did violence, not
only to the aspirations of certain peoples,
but in some cases to their very security as
independent nations.
France fearful of new perils from the east.

Italy anxious for her Adriatic shores. Poland
perceiving the menace of new partitions, all
made claims which met with British disapprovalfor very sound material reaso. s.
Alone, Britain could not have blocked these
ambitions of the continental States, but associatedwith the United States she ^as not
only able to block them but tQ give the
appearance of having been forced by AmericanInfluence to adopt an unsympathetic
course.
Now the real Injury which the United

States has done to Great Britain by withdrawingfrom European afTalrs has been that
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fair are drawn to the new therapeutic plan
partly by curiosity and partly through a
quest for Invention. ft
Likewise in Greenwich Village lr^this our

own city there are those with cardiac qunlma
who are following the new cure with more
than a polite Interest. It is to Greenwich
Village. If we may quote one of Its leading
narus. mat "spinsters go for thrillnge" and
certainly as they sit under the soft glow of
the lamp, without a disturbing factor nigh,
and tell of their wounded feelings and their
anxieties and fears they receive some elementof romance mingled with the prosaic
details of being treated for their ills.

Nurses are Barred.
According to the most approved methods

the trentment cannot be given with a nurse
present. When the time comes for the fair
patient to lean forward and weep softly It
would not be in chnrncter for some white
capped wraith of skirted efficiency to come
up and pass out a sterilized handkerchief
upon which the patient could shed tears.
There Is an Intimacy and seclusion about
,the treatment to which It la said that the
wives of the physicians of Mayfnlr objected
at first, ibut when they found that the treatmenthad so profound a scientific baals they
recognized that It was not theirs to question
why, but to dissolve themselves In the nebulousbackground.
Not all physiclnns who practise psychoanalysisare Adonises. at least some of

those who dissect the soul and Its complexes
In this city are not. Some of them are bald,
as Indeed most of them have little thatch
on their domes of thought, and nearly all
of them wear glnsses and whiskers
have a cold, uncompromising exterior. Hnw^
any woman may feel an access of affection
In their direction In hard to understand,
and yet the story goes that they do permittheir loving thoughts to wander for a
while hi the direction of the hardworking
and attentive practitioner who la waiting
tr> hear their Innermost thoughts. It may be
that the fair patient, however, erasing at the
pallid, bespectacled aavant might conclude
that after all he w.n an old dear and could
feel for him something of that affection
which proceeds from the doctrine, "I've got
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Would Prove Dangeroui
by withdrawing we have deprived the British
of exactly that support necessary to enable
them to impose their will.and ours.upon
the continental nutlons. Since we vanished
from the conferences of the great Powers
there has been a total change In the atmosphere.The French no longer consult the
British before recognizing Wrangel and thus
block British efforts to open relatione with
Red Russia. Poland makes peace witn kuislaand succeaafully establishes her frontiers
a hundred miles east of that Curzon line
which represented British.and Americanconceptionsof a proper frontier for the Poles.

All Hope the United States Will Return to

European Politics.
More than this, and the fact Is ot utmost

Importance, France has definitely laid aside
the policy of Clemenceau, which rested upon
the assumption that for France It was a
matter of life and death to preserve a close
alliance with Great Britain and the United
States. This explained all of French concessionsduring the Peace Conference, which
cost Clemenceau the Presidency a few
months later and all but destroyed his great
popularity as the author of the military victory.France would not have laid aside this
Clemence«au policy.she could not have laid
it aside.If the United States had stood
solidly with Britain in the last year as we
did during the peace Conference.

Actually, then, the coalition which defeated
Germany has collapsed, and Its collapse Is
ascribed by all the European nations to the
withdrawal of the United States from inter,
national affairs. But It is clear that despite
resentments over American actions in the
past, all of the great Powers still hope that
we shall return to Europe. But why? Obviouslybecause on the Continent at least
there Is a settled conviction that we shall
come back the champions of precisely the
causes Mr. Wilson openly antagonized at
Paris.

American Support, the French Think,
Will Buttress French Plans.

Looking at the French point of view nothingIs clearer than the conviction that when
olooHon iu ntrnn T. sVn A ...1

VII*- civvuv/u in i;»n, nucil tlic ui/iiicaut J/UII l"

leal issues are settled, then the United States
will resume its position in the world conferences,but this time American support will
be found solidly behind French purposes.
Beyond all else the French look to the future
with an eager hope to find security. Britain
won security in the war. the United States
possesses it by virtue of its geographical
Isolation, but France must attain it by
alliances. At Paris President Wilson gave
France such an alliance in return for French
concessions, and I have yet to find a Frenchmanwho does not feel that a debt of honor
was thus incurred and that the United States
will presently acknowledge the debt.
As for the British, the experience of Paris

was a confirmation of all British expectationsSeated together around the green
table, American and British representatives
easily and naturally became associates,
allies, came to hold their little private conferencesand to feel more and more that they
represented a common conception of internationalpolicy. It Is impossible to exaggeratethe degree of friendliness between
Americans and Englishmen actually in
Paris engaged in making the peace treaty.
Out of this grew a subliminal understanding,
an entente cordiale, which wss not written
or even spoken, but it served as the foundationfor the actual politloal association,
which was the dominating circumstance in
the peace conference.
To-day. disappointed as he frankly is by

ve Cure, Sti
n Principles,' Summar^oveYour Doctor,"
ue in New York
to love somebody, and it might as well be
you."
The adaptation of the Freudian doctrines,

which have come to us hi a slightly new
guise by way of the British metropolis, go
back to the old quest for the stuff of which
dreams are made. According to the Freudians'mind Is the principal thing on this
earth, and the states of mind must be analyzedwith care If we would arrive at the
real secrets of being. The mind Is In two
parts, the unconscious one, which Is more
or less of a subliminal self, and the consciousor tho executive mind. Where one
begins and the other ends. It Is very difficultto say. Just as we see the majestic
Hudson coursing down between the rampartsof the Palisades, we may not be aware
that thero Is welling up beneath It a great
ront of clear, cold water coming from out
of the depths, so we may perceive that from
some hidden outlet the unconsrloun mind
haa flooded the conscious mind with a
slrenrn which overwhelms It
What man or woman would like to do Is

veeted In the unconscious mind. What he
or sh«- often does do hemmed In by conventionand tradition Is expressed In the consciousor the administrative mind. One may
educate and subdue the conscious mind, he
may subject It to education, to ethics, to religion.as he will, but with his unconscious
entity, which haa moods and tenses, all his
own he can do little except to repress It and
drive It beck and manacle It to the laws of
an artlfleal society.

Cauiing Travail of the Spirit.
The expression of the unconscious mind

Is the llbidlo, which Is that outward yearn*lng which makes for the continuation of
Ihe human race unon thts r>arth T.tv» >»«
beloved vagabond, the libldlo would go where
It llsteth, following the fancies and the
promptings of the human h"art, recking
nothing of consequences and seeking to And
a kindred soul.
Out of the clashes between the unconsciousand the conscious minds come much

travail of spirit. There Is exuberant selfexpressionon one side and stern and hard
repression on the other. Like a spoiled and
wilful child, libldlo tries to mark the brass

920.
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events since 1919, disillusioned as he is by
certain developments, the Englishman still
believes (the proof is unmistakable in the
British press and In the words of British
public men) that the present American phase
is transient, that in a few weeks or months
the matter will be cleared up by some mutationof domestic politics and the United
States will return to world affairs and Englishmenand Americans will resume a

friendly relation such as existed at Paris,
and, thus united, will Impose their views
upon the rest of the world.
So far as I can find it, British opinion.

that is, the fraction favoring Anglo-Americanassociation, and such opinion predominatesvery largely.li traceable to the convictionthat in the international field the
United States and Great Britain in partnershipcan and should exercise a controlling
Influence, that this Influence should be exertedto restrain the aspirations of other
nations, to assist Germany to regain material
but not military strength, to restrain France
and Italy and all other continental Sfates
whose ambitions menace an Anglo-Saxon
conception of world stability and world prosperity.
As to the terms of Anglo-American partnership,as to the conditions of American

participation in world affairs, the Englishmanand the Frenchman are equally willing
to nave us araw up our own reservations.
It Is the fact of our participation which
counts. And both the Englishman and the
Frenchman are convinced that once we are
in the very Justice of their respective positionswill compel action on our part favorableto them. If this did not happen at
Paris, in the case of President Wilson, that
is chargeable to the President, nay more,,
partly explains the opposition which developedto him in his own country.
Our First European Adventure Has Made

Us Unexpected Enemies.
But on this anniversary, which serves to

recall the fact that our first European adventurehas led to very bitter resentment
in almost all of the countries where we had
only friends at the moment of the armistice,
it is essential to recognize that while Europe
desires us to return, there is not a single
European nation which, as yet, has any
clear comprehension of the American emotionabout European entanglements. Underlyingall else In Europe, so far as the Continentis concerned, is the idea that in some
way America is to guarantee the settlement
reached »s a consequence of the world struggle.It is openly set forth in the AngloFrench-Americantreaty.It is at the least
significantly indicated In President Wilson's
celebrated speech of May 31, 1919.

And. in the same fashion. American participationmeans for the English a restorationof an Anglo-Saxon control of world affairs,an Anglo-Saxoa^'regulation of the
world. But the differences which separate
nit* i:uiiiuivriiai nations irom ureal uriuun
are so great, so fundamental, that If we
stand with the British we shall find ourselvespermanently separated from the
French and the Italians, while if we stand
with the French, as we did recently for a
moment over the Bolshevist question, we
shall come into \ violent collision with the
British.
The real truth is that the differences betweenthe French, the Italians and the Britishare so numerous, their interests conflict

at so many points, yieir policies are so utterlydivergent, that nothing but the commondanger of destruction at German hands
could avail to bring them into close alliance,
and, once that danger had been exorcised,
the disappearance of all real community of

irs London
bound chains and old Dame Convention and
very often gets little results but stubbed
toes.
The struggle between the two natures of

man, one as formidable as George Gray Barnard,the sculptor has portrayed in his colossalstauto in the Metropolitan Museum
of Art, causes a mighty turmoil within the
soul. When ^If-represslon has gone too
far, when too often we have bowed three
times, sixpence in hand, before the moon
and not received the bright orb for our
many wlshings,# derangements take place
within the mind. Hence come hysteria,
nervous breakdowns, fear, anxiety, the sufferingsof introspection, and the sufferer
nriiica ithu a iiiuruiu ouiie, x ij1b It) 1110

Freudian concept, then. In its simplest
terms. It is here that the psycho-analyst
comes forth to see what he can do to set the
whole world right.

Analyzing the Dream.
First for the diagnosis then. The patient,

whether man or woman, does not really
know what all the tumult and the shouting
within his being means. He is aware of
great mental disturbances. It rests with the
physician who devotes himself to the dissectingof the sinews of the soul to find out
Just what has happened. The conscious
mind, the ego has not taken the unconscious
mind.lihldlo.into his confidence. Thero
have come disquieting visions, and by examiningthem In detail the physician seeks
to unravel the secret causes of the mental
aberrations. He Inquires minutely and carefullyinto the dreams of the patient These
may be the dreams which come in the
watohes of the night; again, they may be
reveries or day dreams which come and go
while the sun shines and the busy tide of
life and the madding crowd are all about us.

8o It Is that the psyaho-nnalyst, sitting
under the soft glow which steals from soma
alabaster, direct, seml-lndlreet lamp overhead,may listen very carefully and very
discreetly will's the patient, now In a border
stats of mslaneholla or hypot hrondrla, perhaps,tells of the haunting visions and the
groaning* of soul which have beset her. By
Interpreting the dreams aright, he may be
able to find out what the patient really Is,
what Is troubling him or her, without hs
or she really knowi g It
As did Joseph to Pharoah or a I>anlsl to

the ancient King, hs may say, "This, O King,
or O Queen, is your complex and hear the
Interpretation thereof. After having found
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action or of views was Inevitable. As a consequencethe coalition which defeated Germanyhas ceased to exist, and between the
recent allies there now stand very great barriers.
At Paris for a 'brief period American presencepreserved the coalition for the simple

reason that America, through President Wilflon.WAN fn riffckf cnmPthinfT p/ina.1K

good for prizes sought by rival nations who
thus Imperilled the coalition a.nd world peace.
An American guarantee on the Rhine was
better for France than French occupation
oif the left bank nnalded. American largess
In food and fuel weighed more with Italy at
the moment than open break with Wilson
by the forcible annexation of Flume. Poland
and the balance of middle and eastern Europebowed to our decisions, however unfavorable,because of their immediate needs
Which could only be met by American contributions.
Immediate Need* of European States

Give America Precedence.
Our power and our wealth held the coalitiontogether at Paris, not without difficulty

not without manifest weakening of the
bonds, but still as long as we remained there
was a semblance of unity. At Paris Britain
and the United States, President Wilson and
Lloyd George, imposed a peace upon the
balance of the world in many respects unsatisfactory,but still to be accepted because
of the strength of the principal States hackingIt. The Paris conference was an AngloSaxonaffair, with Franco admitted not as
an equal but as a favored nation, while to
Italy there was allowed less favor and to the
rest of the nations allied in a common cause
neither favor nor courtesy.
With the British we fixed the frontiers of

France, of Poland, of Italy, of Rumania, and
undertook to impose those frontiers upon
those States. In the midst of this attempt
the President came home, the United States
Senate refused to ratify the treaties, the
Anglo-Saxon control broke down, France.
Italy, all the Continental nations quickly or

slowly escaped from Anglo-Saxon leading and
began to follow their own national instincts.
As a consequence the coalition of 1918 Is a
memory. France and Britain are divided on

almost^pvery question now raised in Europe,
Italy and France pursue opposite and conflictingpolicies, the little nations are not
only seeking frontiers In conformity with
their needs and traditions, but forming alliancesto guarantee each other, since Americanguarantees are gone.
And it Is essential for Americans to recognizethat mere ratification of the Treaty

of Paris, mere adoption of the covenant of
the League of Nations, will not restore the
situation of 1918. That situation, the conditionsof Paris, were created not by Idealistic
principles but by material power. If we

would undertake again the task of establishingthe peace of the world by harmonlz
lng the conflicting aspirations of the variousnations we must recognize frankly that
the price of such a task is revealed in the
necessity to guarantee frontiers and not less
certainly to cancel loans.

To Resume American Leadership of the
Wbrld Means Vast Outlay.

In America the European desire for Americanparticipation in world affairs has again
ttnd again been represented as due to Europeanenthusiasm for American principles.
But a few hours In Paris In 1919 were sufficientto prove the contrary. Europe acceptedour ideas when necessary, because
Europe needed our resources or longed for
the protection of our strength. We can resumethe commanding position of 1918 and
1919; we may even be able to increase our
power by dissolving the Anglo-Saxon partnershipand ruling alone, but we can onl>
do It by paying at every step.
And our payment will take two obvious

forms, the guarantee of the frontiers which
we allow the various nations, our guarantee
taking the place of natural protection lnci-
aent to ironuers arawn as they desire, and
the cancellation of the $10,000,000,000 owed
us by our European associates In the world
war. The guarantee Mr. Wilson, gave; th»
cancellation was never openly agreed to, but
it was a sub-surface expectation fully disclosedIn Keynes's notorious volume.
Our withdrawal from Europe wrecked the

alliance which had won the war, but the
alliance would have fallen to pieces In any
case had It not been that out of our strength
and wealth there were found resources to
repay Prance for her sacrifices on the Rhine
and, for the moment, hut only for the moment.to reconcile Italy to waiting for Flume.
But unless wo are willing to pay, even we
cannot restore the alliance or replace it by
any new association of nations for the simple
reason that all Continental nations arc concernedfirst of all with the attainment of
security, through territorial Integrity and
strategically strong frontiers, nnd these aspirationsthey will not sacrifice save for the
certainty of American military aid on the
Dniester, the Bug and the Marltza.
(Copi/ripht, 1920, bp the McClure Newapnper

Hl/ndlcntr.)

Mr. Billtop's Reminder
%s * I ILL midnight the young man stays

I sometimes," sold Mr. Hilltops,
"and as I sit with Mrs. Hilltop*

waiting I wonder If he will ever go. Ten
or nair past la a* Into na I think ha ought
to atay, and I have devised many plana to
ntart him at aV>out that hour; hut to everythingI suggest Mrs. Bllltops smilingly saya
no, and so I sit and fret and fume and get
more and more nervous.

" 7s this a new custom?' I say to Mrs. B..
'tomothing that has come In with the many
new-fnngled ways of the present day?'

"'Is it a new custom?' says the smiling
Mrs. Billtopa. 'Why, it Is a custom as olJ
as time. Don't you remember how late you
u«#d to stay whe^n you came cainu* on me?
"And really It waa quite a snock to me,

that reminder; for I will aamit tnat I was
myself a frightfully late stayer.
"But did her father ever come in with a

large club at about 10:30 and aav to me that,
he thought now was about time for me to
go? Xever! In fact, he was always very
ivmu iu me, »n i now graieiuiiy rememDer;
but now hero was I getting all wrought up
because a young man stayed Into In my
house.
"Orown older. T had come to have fixed

and aeftled habits, and I like to see the
r/hole household ordered In like manner and
keeping regular and early hours. But I
was reminded now that youth looks at thlng.i
from a different point of view; youth takes
little note of time; to youth clocks are of no
Interest.

t
"So, thinking back, and as I see here the

smiling face of the blessed Mrs. BUI tops, I
wnlt w'fh a somewhat better grace for the
young man to go.'*


